
UNIFORM - IBDP (YEAR 12 - 13)

Our most senior students are expected to be role models for our younger students in all aspects of 
their behaviour, including adherence to the dress code, which can be described as ‘smart business 
attire’. 

Students are asked to ensure that their dress is appropriate for a working environment. 

This includes, for example, not wearing beachwear, distressed denim jeans or clothing that exposes 
the midriff. Any piercings must be discreet and hair must be a natural colour. 

The following table gives an orientation on what is and is not appropriate when choosing the right 
school attire at LCIS. The list serves as an indication and does not aim to be exhaustive. Students are 
encouraged to ask their homeroom teachers for advice should they be unsure of what to wear.

APPROPRIATE

GIRLS BOYS

Tops: smart T-shirt, polo shirt, blouse, shirt, 
blazer, jumper, cardigan etc.

Tops: smart T-shirt, polo shirt, shirt, blazer, 
jumper, cardigan etc. 

Legwear: smart fabric trousers, skirt, neat jeans 
(no rips or tears)

Legwear: smart fabric trousers, neat jeans (no 
rips or tears)

Shoes: ballerinas, low pumps, smart and neat 
sneakers or equivalent

Shoes: loafers, oxfords, smart and neat sneakers 
or equivalent

NOT APPROPRIATE

GIRLS BOYS

Tops: T-shirt with strong prints, belly-baring, 
neckline too low, distressed look

Tops: T-shirt with strong prints, oversize shirts 
and equivalent

Legwear: Destroyed jeans, mini skirt Legwear: Destroyed jeans

Shoes: strong coloured sneakers, very high heels 
or equivalent

Shoes: strong coloured sneakers or equivalent
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ITEMS TO PROVIDE

 Personal laptop (LCIS issues laptops until Year 11 only) 

 Water bottle (named)

 A backpack or bag, not too large, which can hang in their locker

	 Loose-leaf	file	with	subject	dividers	for	filing	worksheets

 a graphical calculator; we recommend either Casio FX-CG50 Colour      
 or Casio Graph 90+E Graphing

 Plastic/Cardboard binders

 HB pencils, eraser, pencil sharpener, coloured felt pens and coloured pencils, glue stick,   
 scissors, ruler

	 Writing	pen	(blue	or	black	ink	for	final	draft	work)

 Dictionary and thesaurus, a mother tongue dictionary if required

 Non-marking sports shoes and white socks for PE in a bag
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